












Bay Bridge Crossing (S) comments: 

I believe the only path to consider is the current corridor of Route 50/301. While either a northern 

approach would benefit some northern Marylanders and a southern approach would benefit some 

southern Marylanders, the real benefit would go to Pennsylvania and Virginia residents. I love both our 

northern and southern friends but unless they are willing to put up 35 percent of the total cost (bridge 

and all road enhancements required) of either project – my love stops at the pay point! 

I believe the project should be with the future growth considered. Therefore we should be putting up 

eight additional lanes in play. I would propose that two lanes be added to both side of both existing 

bridges giving us a total of 13 total lanes. During off peak hours (maybe 10PM to 5AM) all but two lanes 

in both directions would be used, thus to save money on wear and tear. While there are many existing 

lane approaches to the current site, it may be that additional lanes will need to be added. 

Bridge construction: I am not a structural engineer but I have worked around and with many over the 

years and have a rough understanding of stress and load benefits and requirements. I would propose to 

add two lanes to both sides of the current bridges and have current pilings share some of the load that 

would help reduce cost of the total project (perhaps significantly). The use of keystone and arches would 

also be involved to reduce cost. 

I would suggest an undercarriage be utilized beneath the east bound right most new lanes that could be 

used for bicycle and foot traffic. It should be enclosed with chain link fence to prevent jumpers. Every 

200 feet there should be observation decks like or on scenic mountain roadways or like on the Bay 

Bridge and Tunnell system because people will want to observe and take pictures. Obsevation decks 

would reduce potential congested areas. The undercarriage would need to be strong enough to support 

emergency equipment in the event of an accident. 

I would suggest a similar undercarriage on the west bound right most new lanes for commuter buses 

that would only operate during peak travel hours. Large park and ride areas would need to be strategily 

placed on both sides of the bay (maybe as much as a mile away from the bridges themselves). 

I am sure there are nay sayers that throw this idea out without proper consideration and so be it but I 

believe it deserves proper consideration. 

A side note: I think the newly installed gates are an accicident waitng to happen! On Tuesday evening 

(June 13th) around nine thirty PM I was headed west bound, the center lane on the west bound bridge 

was closed and east bound traffic was using the far lane. With all the headlights coming east bound 

(especially the new ultra bright lights) you could not see the gates even with all their red lights. Even in 

daylight hours, I find tem confusing – there are two many mergers and out-of-state drivers and I try to 

stay away from the gates (open or closed). 

      Thank You for reading,     

  

  



 
July 11, 2023 
 
 
Bay Crossing Study 
2310 Broening Highway 
Baltimore, MD 21224. 
 
Dear Bay Crossing Study Team: 
 
The Chesapeake Bay Foundation (CBF) appreciates this opportunity to comment on 
the transit and bicycle/pedestrian considerations that should be addressed in the 
Tier 2 NEPA Bay Crossing Study. Evaluation of transit and other operational 
alternatives should be substantiated with the most current and accurate information 
about projected user demand and land use and infrastructure changes that the 
crossing is reasonably expected to induce. Maryland should minimize the potential 
adverse impacts of the crossing to communities and the environment by 
coordinating with localities to adopt smart growth and resource protection policies 
as a condition of the crossing’s construction. 
 
CBF commends MDTA for the commitment on its Chesapeake Bay Crossing Study Tier 
2 NEPA website to “evaluate specific transportation alternatives within the Study 
Corridor, including conducting detailed engineering and environmental impact 
analyses.” Consistent with our earlier written comments dated May 10, 2021 and 
December 15, 2017 (attached and incorporated here by reference), these analyses 
should: 
 
I. Account for post-pandemic changes in travel demand. Design and deployment 

of transit and bicycle/pedestrian elements should be based on information that 
accurately reflects current demand, which experts suggest has significantly 
changed from pre-pandemic levels. (CBF 5/10/21 Item I)  

 
II. Combine transit with enhanced land use and demand management strategies 

to minimize need for increased vehicle crossing capacity. The 2006 Task Force 
on Traffic Capacity Across the Chesapeake Bay documents community interest in 
“creating viable jobs, businesses, and industry on the Eastern Shore,” which can 
help “reduce demand for capacity across the Bay.” Land management strategies 
should be considered in concert with transit alternatives, which MDTA projects 
can “attract ridership and provide some congestion relief at the existing Bay 
Bridge“ (Analysis of Transit Only Concepts to Address Traffic Capacity Across the 
Chesapeake Bay, 2007). CBF agrees with MDTA that “transit could be an 
important component of any future studies” and recommends that multi-modal 
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transit systems as well as bicycle and pedestrian lanes be thoroughly considered 
in the Phase II analysis. (CBF 12/15/17 Item III) 

 
III. Project-induced demand for transportation services caused by Bay crossing 

enhancements. MDTA’s conclusion that constructing additional lanes will spur 
land development justify an account by the agency of the number, location, and 
type of new homes and businesses expected to be located in the region and any 
commensurate change in transportation infrastructure anticipated to be needed 
to serve these facilities, including transit modes and new travel lanes leading to 
and from the crossing. Impacts expected from the development of any 
transportation alternative should be fully documented and analyzed to support 
decision-making. (CBF 5/10/21 Item II; CBF 12/15/17 Items III and IV) 

 
IV. Scenario-plan land use change and propose policy and regulatory measures 

that minimize adverse impacts. Growth projection modeling tools available at 
the University of Maryland National Center for Smart Growth Research and 
Education, Maryland Department of Planning, and Chesapeake Bay Program 
should be engaged to evaluate induced demand for new housing and businesses 
whose development is subject to current land use policies and regulations. 
Projections should also be made for such development based on new or updated 
policies and regulations that would optimize achievement of the State’s smart 
growth standards that include locating development in an around existing 
growth centers and minimizing development in areas designated for agriculture 
and resource conservation. The study should recommend that such policy and 
regulatory changes developed in partnership with local governments to 
attenuate the adverse effects of the crossing on communities and the 
environment are a condition of the crossing’s construction. (CBF 12/15/17 Item 
III) 

 
Thank you for your consideration of these comments. Please contact me at  or 

 if you have questions or would like more information. 
 
 
Sincerely, 

 
, Ph.D. 

Maryland Executive Director 
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Comments on Chesapeake Bay Crossing Tier 2 Study   July 11, 2023 
 
Maryland Sierra Club is submifting the following comments on the Chesapeake Bay Crossing 
Tier 2 Nafional Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) Study that is analyzing alternafives to provide 
congesfion relief and improve travel reliability, mobility and safety across the Chesapeake Bay.  
 
We strongly support the development of an integrated combinafion of modal and operafional 
alternafives that would address growing traffic congesfion and be more cost-effecfive and much 
befter for the environment than adding another bay crossing.   
 
The combinafion of alternafives we support include an enlarged rapid transit system using 
electric buses, significant bicycle infrastructure, a robust electric ferry system, possibly a rail 
line, together with a number of opfions offered by transportafion system management (TSM) 
and transportafion demand management (TDM).  
 
It should be noted that the above alternafives were considered in the Tier 1 Study only as stand-
alone alternafives so were eliminated from considerafion because they were not viable by 
themselves.  Had they been considered as part of an integrated clean transportafion solufion 
that used exisfing roads and bridges, in addifion to the many reasons not to build a new bay 
crossing that are summarized at the end of this document, we believe the Tier 1 Study would 
have concluded the No Build Alternafive made the most sense vs. the Selected Corridor 
Alternafive (Corridor 7) containing the exisfing Bay Bridge.  Fortunately, the Tier 1 FEIS/ROD 
commits the state to consider in its Tier 2 Study an alternafive that combines modal and 
TSM/TDM alternafives. 
 
We incorporate by reference similar viewpoints further discussed in the Queen Anne’s 
Conservafion Associafion’s Preliminary Comments on the Tier 2 NEPA Study. 
 
Transit alternafives 
 
The addifion of more reliable, affordable, accessible, and rapid electric public transit traveling 
across exisfing roadway and bridges would aftract ridership and allow many people to leave 
their cars at home, thereby reducing traffic congesfion.  Public transit also is more equitable 
than adding more roads or another bridge because it serves residents at all income levels 
(including those who cannot afford a car), and would be much more environmentally-friendly 
than cars and SUVs that emit greenhouse gas emissions and other health-damaging air 
pollufion.   
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Effecfive modeling by transportafion planners could determine the best routes and schedules 
for exisfing and addifional transit to aftract and serve the most people, parficularly local 
residents traveling to and from jobs, and could determine whether use of vans and mini-buses 
should be part of the vehicle mix.  Data would need to be roufinely collected on ridership to 
allow routes and schedules to be modified as needed to work in coordinafion with other 
alternafives, befter serve riders and lessen traffic congesfion. 
 
To enable rapid travel across the current the bay crossings, buses would need to have dedicated 
lanes, have off-board fare payment to speed up boarding, and have transit signal priority in 
intersecfions.  Full coordinafion among state, county and local government transportafion 
departments in funding and planning decisions would be needed to create a seamless, 
integrated network of high performing public transit opfions. 
 
Another possibility to be explored would be for bus service to be offered during summer 
months between populafion centers like the Washington metro region (using a highly transit-
accessible locafion in Maryland such as Silver Spring) and Ocean City, with a brief stop in 
Annapolis and possibly another city or two along the way to pick up and drop off passengers.  
Surveys would need to be taken to determine what days during the week the buses should run 
and the best departure fimes in order to have sufficient travelers to jusfify the bus service.   
 
Bicycle infrastructure 
 
The large number of bicyclists who spoke at MDTA’s Tier 2 Study Virtual Listening Meefing on 
June 27, 2023, is testament to the popularity of including bike infrastructure on a bay crossing. 
Biking not only is a non-pollufing and effecfive way for individuals to travel, it also has been 
shown to reduce health costs.  For bicyclists to be able to travel safely on roads and a bay 
crossing, they would need to have one-way, well-marked, protected bike lanes to travel in and 
definitely not just a designated porfion of lanes being acfively used by cars, trucks or buses. 
 
If allocafing space for protected, one-way bike lanes would be difficult to provide on a bay 
crossing when traffic is at its peak, one solufion would be to designate a number of consecufive 
hours between peak travel fimes when biking on a bay crossing would be permifted.   
 
Electric ferry service and rail travel 
 
A robust ferry service and having light or heavy rail running across the bay are opfions that  
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should be given serious considerafion as well.  The ferries should be powered by rechargeable 
electric bafteries so they would be non-pollufing, and the trains should run on electricity vs. 
diesel.  To aftract riders to the ferry service, pedestrians and bicyclists possibly could ride free; 
there would be a charge for cars.  Transportafion planners should be tasked with determining 
which alternafives would be able to aftract sufficient ridership to be economically feasible, and 
also should determine how each alternafive could be implemented in a manner that 
complements and works in full coordinafion with other alternafives.   
 
Electric ferries probably could be leased for use in a pilot study which would keep costs down.  
Establishing a light or heavy rail service would make most sense if made part of a rail system 
that serves a larger area than just to cross the bay.  Building a rail system not only would help 
eliminate congesfion crossing the bay, it would provide economic and social mobility that would 
advance the region’s economic potenfial. 
 
TSM and TDM opfions 
 
TSM opfions that should be considered include using congesfion pricing during peak travel 
fimes and/or reducing tolls during off-peak travel, having lower-priced or possibly no tolls for 
high occupancy vehicles, implemenfing traffic signal coordinafion, and using other proven 
techniques for managing traffic congesfion.  TDM opfions could include having high occupancy 
vehicle lanes, creafing more park and ride locafions on both sides of the bay, and incenfivizing 
employers in the region to offer flexible work schedules and/or staged work schedules that have 
employees starfing and leaving work at different fimes.  Other TDM opfions include 
incenfivizing employers to allow more telework and to provide transit subsidies and not free 
parking for employees who travel to work, and incenfivizing property rental companies on the 
Eastern Shore to offer weekly rental periods that start and end on different weekdays. 
 
Addifional reasons why another bay crossing should not be built 
 
As stated at earlier, we believe exisfing traffic congesfion on the current bay crossings warrants 
the state taking acfion.  However, we strongly recommend an integrated combinafion of modal 
and operafional alternafives be implemented to relieve growing traffic congesfion and provide 
more equitable access to economic and social mobility vs. building another bay crossing.  
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The impact of climate change on future growth pafterns can’t be ignored.  Climate change is 
already happening and may fundamentally alter growth and traffic to Eastern Shore 
communifies.  According to the Maryland Department of the Environment, “With 3,100 miles of 
shoreline, Maryland is the fourth most vulnerable state to suffer the effects of sea-level rise 
associated with climate change.  Rising sea levels and increased storm intensity could have 
devastafing and far-reaching impacts on the Atlanfic coast and the Chesapeake Bay ecosystem 
that affect the environmental, recreafional and economic benefits enjoyed by Maryland 
and its visitors.” 
 
Projecfions of future growth in traffic to the Eastern Shore are not reliable because they are 
based on past experience, before climate change became so evident.  With increasing adverse 
impacts on our state’s shoreline being inevitable, planning to build another mulfi-billion dollar 
bay crossing would not be prudent, and that money would be befter spent for other purposes 
such as building a Red Line in Balfimore or creafing a high performing electric transit system and 
ferry service that would reduce the number of cars seeking to cross the current bay bridges. 
 
Transportafion is the largest source of climate-damaging greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions in our 
state.  Numerous academic studies and many years of pracfical experience have shown that 
expanding highways or adding another bridge would “induce demand”, that is, aftract more 
drivers who believe their travel would be faster.  This means traffic congesfion would confinue 
and the increased number of drivers would generate increased GHG emissions and other 
health-damaging air pollufion.  That is the opposite of what should be happening now to enable 
Maryland to meet its goal of a 60% reducfion in GHG emissions by 2031, with zero emissions by 
2045.   
 
A 3rd bay crossing would damage the bay.  Even though Corridor 7, the preferred alternafive 
selected in the Tier 1 Study, is projected by MDOT to have the smallest environmental impact of 
all the corridors studied according to the DEIS, it sfill would affect more than 10,000 acres of 
fidal wetlands and more than a thousand acres each of non-fidal wetlands, oyster resources, 
and other sensifive areas, according to the Chesapeake Bay Foundafion (CBF).   
 
Also, the increasing amount of air pollufion (that contains nitrogen oxides) generated in the 
watershed area by the increased number of vehicles would be bad news for the bay and its 
tributaries. Roughly one-third of the nitrogen pollufion in the bay comes from the air, according 
to CBF.  Excess nitrogen can fuel the growth of algae blooms, which can block sunlight from 
reaching underwater grasses and create low-oxygen “dead zones” that suffocate marine life. 
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Adverse impacts on the communifies on the Eastern Shore also are a major concern. The Tier 1 
FEIS/ROD stated that, “It is anficipated that any new crossing capacity over the Chesapeake Bay 
would lead to potenfial land use changes and development on the Eastern Shore.”  The 
addifional traffic across a new bay crossing plus new traffic arising from such development could 
significantly harm the health and wellbeing of communifies on the Eastern Shore and cancel out 
any potenfial congesfion improvements anficipated to come from a third bay crossing.  The 
increased air pollufion from the addifional number of vehicles and the problems with worsened 
local congesfion – such as increased difficulfies for emergency vehicles, school children and 
commuters – would be a major concern.  See further informafion on the need to account for 
and study these concerns in Queen Anne’s Conservafion Associafion’s Preliminary Comments on 
the Tier 2 NEPA Study. 
 
Conclusion 
 
The implementafion of a fully integrated, comprehensive clean transportafion solufion 
composed of alternafives described above would address current and future traffic congesfion 
on the current bay bridges in a safe, more cost-effecfive, equitable, reliable and more 
environmentally-friendly manner than adding a third bay crossing.  
 
 
 

Clean Transportafion Co-Chair 
Maryland Sierra Club,  
Personal address:  
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